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BANACH SPACES
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1. Introduction. A basis (x,-, /»•) for a Banach space A having the

property that 0<infi||x,|| gsup»||xt-|J < + oo is said to be

(1) of type P [4] provided sup„|f Z"=i *»|| < + °°.
(2) of type P* [4] provided sup„|| Z"-i/.-|| < + «,
(3) of type swc0 [2] if the sequence {xn} has a subsequence {xni}

weakly convergent to zero.

(4) of type (swc0)* [2] if the sequence {fn} in A* is of type swc0.

Foias and Singer [2] have asked the following questions:

(QI) If (xi) is a basis for a Banach space X such that 0 is not a weak

limit point of the set {x;}, must there exist an fin X* for which |/(x,)|

^ 1 for all i?

(Q2) Does L1 [0, l] have a basis of type P?

(Q3) Does L1 [0, l] have a basis of type swc0?

(Q4) Does C[0, l] have a basis of type (swco)*?

The purpose of this paper is to give a negative answer to (QI) and

affirmative answers to (Q2)-(Q4).

2. The question (QI). We will need the following notion of "block

perturbation basis" introduced by Pelczyriski and Singer [3].

(2.1) Definition [3]. Let (wi) be a basis for a Banach space E

such that infj||wi|| >0. A block perturbation of (wi) is any sequence

(Vk) in E of the form

Vk = Wk   for k ^ pn

= wPn + Un    for k = pn (n = 1, 2, • ■ • ),

where un = Zfc^Li+i iiWi+ Z*™Vt-i ai^i witn ||«»|| g Af for «= 1, 2,
• • • »   {mn}  and  {pn} are increasing sequences of positive integers

such that mo = 0, mn-x + l g£ngwn, and (ai) is a sequence of scalars.

The following result is due to Pelczyriski and Singer [3].

(2.2) Theorem. // (wi) is a basis for E such that inf,-||TO;|| >0, then

every block perturbation (Vk) of (wi) is a basis for E.
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Let c denote the space of all convergent sequences with the sup

norm. It is well known that c is isomorphic to the space C(I) (where

/ denotes the one point compactification of the positive integers) and

that the sequence Xi=(l, 1, 1, 1, • • • ), x2 = (0, 1, 1, 1, ■ • • ), x3

= (0, 0, 1, 1, 1, • • • ), • • • , is a basis for c.

It follows that the dual space of c may be identified with those

sequences p=(pi, u2, • • • , px) ior which E« l/^l +|p=o| < °° (we

denote by ux the p-measure of the ideal element of /). If pEc* and

a = (a,)Ec,   then   p(a) = E« Piai+p^-limt a,-.   In   particular,   p(x„)

=  Zw'6" M'TM«i'

It is easy to see that the sequence (y,-) defined by

yx = (x1} 0), y2 = (0, Xx), y3 = (0, x2), y4 = (x2, 0), y5 = (x3, 0),

ye = (0, x3), y-i = (0, x^), • • • , is a basis for c ® c.

Let (a„) he any dense sequence in [ — 1, l]. Applying Theorem

(2.2), we see that the sequence (z;) defined by

Zx = (xx, 0), z2 = (axXx, Xx), z3 = (0, x2), z4 = (x2, axXx),

Zi = (x3, 0), z6 = (a2x3, x3), z7 = (0, x4), z8 = (x4, a2x4),

Z9 = (xi, 0),zxo — (a3xs, Xi), ■ ■ ■ is a basis for c ® c.

Moreover, if p0=(0, 0, • • • , l)Ec*, then/=(p0, 0) and g=(0, p0)

are elements of (c®c)*. Clearly, no basis element Zi is contained in the

weak 0-neighborhood U[0;/, g; §].

However, if (p, X)G(c©c)*, then

lim inf | (u, X) [z4n+2] |   = lim inf | anLi«, + \M |
n—»«

and

lim inf | (ll, X) [z4J | = lim inf | ll^ + anXx | .
n—* 00

Since the sequence (an) is dense in [ — 1, l], one of these two num-

bers is zero (for each fixed (p., X)).

Thus 0 is not a weak limit point of the basis (z,) and there does not

exist an fE(c®c)* for which |/(z,)| =^1 for all i. Therefore (Ql) is

answered negatively.

Note. Since c®c = Co®Co = c0, the basis constructed in this example

may be chosen in the "nice" space c0. The " = " here meaning "is linear

homeomorphic to."

3. The question (Q2). Using the "perturbation theorem" (2.2), we

will construct a basis (xit x*) having the property that (x,) is of type
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P and (x*) is similar to a basis for L1 [0, l]. It then follows that

A^Oi l] has a basis of type P* [4], and hence a basis of typeP [4].

Let (zi)i"i denote the normalized Haar basis for L*[0,  l].  By

definition Zx(t) = 1 and,

(21 -2    21 - 1\
z2M0=2*    tet^[;—,—-y

(21 - 1       21 \
= -2*    for/G(-,  -),

= 0    for other /

(I - 1, 2, • • • , 2*; k = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).

It follows easily from the orthonormality of the Haar functions

that the sequence of coefficient functionals (z *) in L°° [0, 1 ] associated

with the basis (zi) is defined by

*
Sl   = Zl,

* 1
Z2*+!  = — Z2*+i.

2*

We will perturb the basis (z*) for [z*] according to (2.2) to get

another basis (xi) for [z*] which is of type P and whose coefficient

functionals (x *) have the same closed linear span as those of the basis

(zf), i.e. [x?]=Ll[0, 1].

The elements of the basis (z *) to be perturbed are those of the form

z*-»_i, for m = 3,4, • • • . Since |[z*|| = 1 for all i, and || 2~D™v*~l 2/|| = 1

for all m^3 by definition of the functions (z*), the theorem (2.2)

shows that the sequence (xi) in [z *] defined by

Xi = z,-    for i 9^ 2   — 1, m *z 3,

2m-2

= Z2"1-! —    2-i   zi    for z = 2   — 1, m 2: 3,
i=2"*"1

is a basis for [z*]. Moreover, if (xt) denotes the sequence of coefficient

functionals associated with the basis (x,-), then an examination of the

proof of (2.2) [3] shows that [x*] is identical to the closed linear

span of the sequence of coefficient functionals associated with (z*).

Since this last is just [zi]=A1[0i 1 ], we have that [x*]=A1[0, l].

We claim that (xi) is of type P in [z *]. In fact, ||x,|| = 1 for all i, and

for any n = 2m+l, where lgJg2m— 2,
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n 3 2m-l        : l   2m+l

E Xi      g       E Xi      +        E   *< I    +        E   *<
t'-l i-1 «=4 ! i-2™

=  E *<! +  E z2'-i + i Ez •■»
i=X       I 3=3 I    i™2m

by definition of the sequence (xt). If l = 2m — 1 the above becomes

n 3 »H-1

E *• =  E *< +  E 22y-i »
i—1 i—l 3—3

while if l = 2m, we have

n ]      3 m+1 |

E-r* g  E*«- + E s2'-i + ||z2»+i||.
J=l I    i-l J«3

In any case, by definition of the Haar functions, || E?-3 22j-i || = 1

for allp^3, and || E2=J»2f||==l for all 1 g/g2™-2. Hence we see

that (Xi) is of type P. It follows that (x *) is similar to a basis of type

P* for PJ[0, l], and according to our previous remarks, Lx[0, l] has

a basis of type P.

Remark 1. Since a basis of type P* is certainly weakly closed [2],

it follows from the above that P'[0, l] has a weakly closed basis.

Also, since the coefficient functionals of the basis of type P for P1 [0, 1 ]

are of type P*, it follows that P'fO, l] has a (weakly closed)* basis

[2]-
These observations answer two other questions raised by Foias and

Singer  [2].

Remark 2. The method of perturbation which was applied above

to obtain a type P basis for [z*] will clearly also yield a type P basis

for C[0, l] when applied to the usual Schauder basis for C[0, l].

Foias and Singer have previously shown, using a different construc-

tion, that C[0, 1 ] has a basis of type P [2].

4. The questions (Q3) and (Q4). Zippin has proved the following

lemma.

(4.1) Lemma (Zippin [5]). Let (x,),°Li be a basis for a Banach space

X. Assume that yk= E?=V*+i aiXi^0, where {pk}k=2 is an increasing

sequence of positive integers and px = 0. Then there exists a basis (zi)"=1

for X such that for each k^l, zPk+1=yk.

Moreover, as Zippin's proof shows, if (z *) is the sequence of coeffi-

cient functionals associated  with  the basis  (z,),  then   [zf]=[x*],
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where (x*) is the sequence of coefficient functionals associated with

(4.2) Proposition. Let X be a Banach space with a basis in which

weak and norm convergence are not equivalent. Then X has a basis of

type swc0.

Proof. Since weak and norm convergence are not equivalent there

exists a sequence (wf) in X which is weakly convergent to zero but

for which inf;||w;|| >0.

Let (x^ be a basis for X. By a theorem of Bessaga and Pelczynski

[l ] there is a subsequence (wnk) which is a basic sequence in X similar

to a block basic sequence (y*)"-i = (E<^»+i a>xi)t=u where pi = 0

and (p.)i™2 is an increasing sequence of positive integers. It follows

that (yk) is weakly convergent to zero.

By Zippin's Lemma (4.1) there exists a basis (z.) for X such that

zPk+1=yk. Since (yk) converges weakly to zero, the basis (z,-) is clearly

of type swc„.

The following corollary to (4.1) answers (Q3).

(4.3) Corollary. The space Ll[0, l] has a basis of type swc0.

Proof. The sequence {sin 2mrx} is weakly convergent to zero in

/^[O, l] but not norm convergent. Apply Proposition (4.2).

To answer (Q4), let (x„ x*) be any basis for P^O, l] for which

[xf] is isomorphic to C[0, l] (e.g. let (xt) be the normalized Haar

basis for P^O, 1 ] [2]). By the above construction there exists a basis

(zi) for P1 [0, 1 ] which is of type swc0 and whose coefficient functionals

(z*) span a space isomorphic to [x*] = G[0, l]. Therefore, since the

sequence of coefficient functionals associated with (z*) is similar to

(zi) we see that C[0, l] has a basis of type (swc„)*, and (Q4) is also

answered affirmatively.
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